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Abstract
The legal culture in the European Union imposes almost unsurmountable hurdles to exploit copyright protected language data (in terms of intellectual property rights (IPRs) of media contents) and privacy protected medical health data (in terms of the notion of informational self-determination) as language resources for the NLP community. These juridical constraints have seriously hampered progress in resource-greedy NLP research, in particular for non-English languages in the clinical domain. In order to get around these restrictions, we introduce a novel approach for the creation and re-use of clinical corpora which is based on a two-step workflow. First, we substitute authentic clinical documents by synthetic ones, i.e., made-up reports and case studies written by medical professionals for educational purposes and published in medical e-textbooks. We thus eliminate patients’ privacy concerns since no real, concrete individuals are addressed in such narratives. In a second step, we replace physical corpus distribution by sharing software for trustful re-construction of corpus copies. This is achieved by an end-to-end tool suite which extracts well-specified text fragments from e-books and assembles, on demand, identical copies of the same text corpus we defined at our lab at any other site where this software is executed. Thus, we avoid IPR violations since no physical corpus (raw text data) is distributed. As an illustrative case study which is easily portable to other languages we present JSYNCC, the largest and, even more importantly, first publicly available, corpus of German clinical language.
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1. Introduction

In both its academic and industry branches, the NLP community has established professional standards in which the open accessibility and exchange of language resources (corpora and other data sets, such as lexical resources, annotation guidelines, and software) play a dominant and fertile role. This liberal policy is one of the most important factors for the remarkable progress the field has made in the past decades. The question, however, is how NLP is going to prosper under less friendly, or even hostile, accessibility conditions strictly prohibiting the free flow of language resources.

The problems we address here are often deeply rooted in national legal systems world-wide and reflect fundamental economic as well as social concerns (Mittelstadt and Floridi, 2016). As a consequence, they are rather persist even over long periods of time and NLP research has to find ways to accommodate to the overarching legal ecosystems. Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) play a key role in this discussion and are of utmost relevance for any NLP research targeting unabridged media contents (in contrast to document surrogates, such as titles, index terms, text snippets or abstracts, etc.). The stakeholders actively promoting IPRs are major publishing houses and other companies distributing media content. Commercial interests are the driving forces behind IPRs like, for example, the claims of a creative inventor of some content and enterprises distributing that work via various media channels to generate revenues for both parties. IPRs and their relations to NLP are discussed in depth by Truyens and Van Eecke (2014).

Data privacy, another crucial topic with particular relevance for biomedical or social media-focused NLP, is an ethical category deeply rooted in the civil codes of Western societies. In essence, privacy regulations are in place to preserve each citizen’s right to informational self-determination (Fischer-Hübner et al., 2011). This means that each individual owns his or her personal data, which, in turn imposes the task to protect this ownership on the legal system.

The realm of medical and clinical information constitutes a typical example where privacy regulations are legally enforced to protect sensitive data associated with former and current medical statuses of individual persons and their social environment. For a survey of ethical issues to be considered by NLP research in the medical domain, cf. Šuster et al. (2017).

However, different legal cultures have emerged to balance the highly-valued societal goal of privacy protection with the sometimes competing goal of generating knowledge from biomedical research. In the Anglo-American countries, medical information is open for usage by the scientific community once clinical data are safely de-identified (as acknowledged by ethical boards) and legally binding Data Use Agreements (DUAs) are established between the data provider (typically, a hospital) and a data consumer (e.g., a scientist).

Within the European Union and its member states, however, much more restrictive privacy constraints are in force – making it almost impossible to access and distribute even de-identified medical information. For instance, in the German-speaking countries, access to patient information
by actors outside the hospital site they originate from and by non-medical staff (e.g., computational linguists) is virtually impossible (Pommerening et al., 2014). Thus, NLP researchers in the biomedical domain (clinical NLP, in particular) are facing a lack of accessible language resources, at least when dealing with non-English languages.

One might remark that largely available resources reflecting general language use, e.g., from the newspaper domain, could be used for clinical NLP as well—with some additional efforts for domain adaptation to solve the data scarceness problem (Wermter and Hahn, 2004; Ferraro et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). However, clinical language poses several domain-specific and rather tough challenges for NLP tools. Not only is the vocabulary abundant and highly specialized, but the language further deviates from standard usage in terms of spelling, typography and syntax: including, for example, short sentence fragments with paragrammatical structure, lack of punctuation, great volume and high degree of ambiguity of abbreviations, non-standard alphabetical expressions, table-structured passages and mixed language use, including Greek and Latin forms (cf., e.g., Savkov et al. (2016)). Thus, adapting existing NLP tools to the clinical domain is arguably much more difficult than for many other domains and text genres. Furthermore, there is ample evidence that simply reusing standard NLP software trained on general language data (e.g., newspapers) results in severe losses of performance for biomedical applications (Tomanek et al., 2007; Ferraro et al., 2013; Hellrich et al., 2015).

The solution we are proposing here bypasses the two major obstacles for clinical NLP—IPRs and data privacy—in the following way. First, as discussed above, without any major legal changes, real, authentic clinical texts are, for the time being, inaccessible for most European languages. We therefore propose to substitute authentic clinical data by synthetic documents written by medical practitioners for education purposes. As a result, we are dealing with artificial, yet plausible and realistic medical scenarios, rather than identifiable social individuals and their personal legacy data and are thus able to circumvent any privacy concerns.

Nonetheless, as these synthetic documents are typically contained in the electronic versions of medical textbooks (“e-books”), the second access restriction to be overcome relates to IPRs. To do so, we employ a procedure similar to the way Twitter corpora are often distributed (cf., e.g., Rosenthal al. (2015)): Instead of releasing the (IPR-protected) raw data, we distribute NLP software which (given access to the original books in electronic format) reliably re-creates the same corpus we designed in our lab at any other site where this tool suite is executed. This results in a situation were a physically non-shared corpus can still be shared ‘virtually’ and be used for community-wide annotation as well as benchmarking efforts.

In the following, we illustrate our approach for the JSYNCC (Jena Synthetic Clinical Corpus), the first publicly available corpus of German clinical language ever.\footnote{The proposed method of corpus construction and distribution aims at solving a general problem independent of specific national legislation cultures. However, for the specific case of the German legal system, very recently an interesting amendment to the national copyright law (“Urheberrechtsgesetz”) has been installed by German authorities. Under certain conditions, this amendment allows for the sharing of corpora among scientific partners despite copyright protection, potentially mitigating some of the problems addressed in this contribution (at least for researchers located in Germany). For further information see UrhWissG (2018).}

2. Related Work

There is a world-wide consensus on the fact that a patient’s identity needs to be detached from medical data to protect sensitive personal data from any sort of misuse by non-medical or non-clinical actors. The standard way to achieve this requirement is by way of de-identification of so-called Protected Health Information (PHI). This is done with the help of a schema consisting of 18 categories, including data items that identify the patient in question (such as name, postal address, phone number, email address, or social security number), but also less apparent ones, such as names and locations of hospitals, their departments or clinical staff (for a complete list, cf. Stubbs and Uzuner (2015a)).

In the US, the past decade has seen a series of clinically oriented NLP shared tasks (for an extensive survey, cf. Huang and Lu (2016)). Prominent examples are the “Text Retrieval Conference” (TREC)\footnote{http://www.trec-cds.org/} (Roberts et al., 2016) and the “Integrating Biology and the Bedside” (i2b2) initiative\footnote{https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/DataSets/} (Chapman et al., 2011). From these activities, a wide range of de-identified and semantically annotated clinical corpora have emerged, covering the thematic foci of various competitions, such as de-identification (Stubbs and Uzuner, 2015a), medication extraction (Uzuner et al., 2010), temporal ordering of clinical events (Sun et al., 2013), or detecting risk factors for heart diseases (Stubbs and Uzuner, 2015b; Kumar et al., 2015). Each of the clinical corpora from i2b2 contains task-specific semantic metadata for slightly less than 1,000 English-language clinical reports. Those can be accessed, in a de-identified form, by simply signing a Data Use Agreement (DUA). Another major clinical database resource incorporating thousands of clinical reports, MIMIC III (Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care)\footnote{http://www.physionet.org/mimic2/} (Johnson et al., 2016), is also available via DUA contracting. Accordingly, for clinical NLP with focus on the English language, there are plenty of resources available (although not as abundant as in other non-medical fields such as newspapers or social media).

For the non-English language communities, however, less comfortable conditions apply. Only very few EU countries follow the DUA policy, such as reported for a clinical adverse drug reaction corpus for Spanish (Oronoz et al., 2015) or a comprehensive Dutch clinical corpus (Afzal et al., 2014). Some labs working on non-English languages have announced plans for releasing their resources, e.g., for French (Deléger et al., 2014), Polish (Marciniak and Mykowiecka, 2011) or Swedish (Dalianis et al., 2009). Apparently, these plans have not yet been fully realized as, to the best of our knowledge, none of these corpora is currently DUA-available for the research community.
Another source of medical language resources in Europe derives from the “CLEF eHealth” initiative. Established in 2013, this series of health-related challenges led to the preparation of several corpora—mostly for the English language, but also for other European languages. However, these corpora are typically very small and available only for usage directly related to the respective task, i.e., they can neither be used later on nor are they available for the research community independent of the specific CLEF task. For German-language medical corpora the situation is even worse—all clinical corpora are only accessible to the research staff within the lifetime of a project and remain inaccessible forever for the outside world. Schulz and López-García (2015) give an overview of technical, legal and organizational issues for clinical NLP in Germany (among other countries) and conclude that electronically archived patient records are typically not intended for further scientific use, e.g., text mining. Furthermore, there are no unanimously shared standards or guidelines for the storage of clinical notes and reports—resulting in a myriad of physical encodings of electronic patient data, even within a single hospital.

Nonetheless, there have been a few disconnected activities in the German NLP community to create in-project clinical corpora. In Table 1 we list, to the best of our knowledge, all existing German-language clinical corpora that have been described in scientific publications. Wermter and Hahn (2004) created FRAMED, the first German-language medical corpus ever published. It consists of a mixture of approximately 300 clinical reports, textbooks and consumer texts annotated with low-level linguistic metadata (up to the level of parts of speech). FRAMED was further used to generate in-domain machine learning models for different tasks, e.g., sentence splitting and tokenization (Faessler et al., 2014; Hellrich et al., 2015; Hahn et al., 2016). FRAMED has also become part of the multilingual extension of NegEx, a corpus annotated for negation expressions (Chapman et al., 2013).

Bretschneider et al. (2013b) and Bretschneider et al. (2013a) introduce a corpus composed of German radiology reports and expand clinical lexical resources with information about pathology classification. Fette et al. (2012) assembled a corpus composed of 544 clinical reports from various medical domains (echocardiography, EEG, lung function, X-ray thorax, bicycle stress test) to train a CRF classifier for an information extraction (IE) task. Toepfer et al. (2015) describe a corpus made of 140 transthoracic echocardiography reports for their IE experiments. Lohr and Herms (2016) collected 450 surgery reports and used these resources to build language models adapted to metadata from two German medical thesauri. A collection of almost 1,700 de-identified clinical in- and outpatient discharge summaries were assembled from a dermatology department for an unsupervised abbreviation detection procedure (Kreuzthaler and Schulz, 2015) and supervised machine learning using an SVM for abbreviation and sentence delineation (Kreuzthaler et al., 2016). Roller et al. (2016) introduce an annotation scheme for a German corpus in the nephrology domain and a similar scheme focusing on negation phenomena is presented by Cotik et al. (2016). The latter two publications use discharge summaries and clinical notes as their document base. In the most recent publications, Krebs et al. (2017) describe a corpus of 3,000 chest X-ray reports used for term extraction (in an effort to improve IE) and Hahn et al. (2018) present 3000PA, a collection of 3,000 German discharge summaries from three different German university hospitals, currently annotated with medication information. This corpus is intended to become a national reference corpus for German clinical language based on a DUA-style agreement policy to be implemented in the future. Once again, none of these corpora is currently available for public use.

### Table 1: Overview of existing corpora of German clinical language. Highest value per column in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>Available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wermter and Hahn (2004) (FRAMED)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6,494</td>
<td>20,729</td>
<td>100,130</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fette et al. (2012)</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bretschneider et al. (2013b)</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>4,295</td>
<td>3,979</td>
<td>28,009</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bretschneider et al. (2013a)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toepfer et al. (2015)</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>22,427</td>
<td>11,008</td>
<td>266,390</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohr and Herms (2016)</td>
<td>1,696</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreuzthaler and Schulz (2015)</td>
<td>1,725</td>
<td>27,939</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>158,171</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreuzthaler et al. (2016)</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>2,234</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12,895</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roller et al. (2016)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotik et al. (2016)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krebs et al. (2017)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn et al. (2018) (3000PA)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JSYNCC (this work)</strong></td>
<td>867</td>
<td>24,895</td>
<td>32,108</td>
<td>312,784</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To mitigate the accessibility problems encountered for clinical corpora for most European (non-English) languages we propose an alternative workflow for the construction of a clinical corpus. This is illustrated by setting up JSYNCC, the first publicly available corpus of German clinical language. Although addressing German as an example, our approach is easily portable to other languages.

---

5 https://sites.google.com/site/clefehealth/
The procedure for corpus construction first identifies publicly available (yet IPR-protected) synthetic medical language data contained in e-books as a reasonable substitute for authentic clinical data. Second, a software infrastructure is shared for constructing exact copies of the original corpus (given access to the raw data based on a purchasable license from the publisher of the e-books selected) rather than distributing the copyrighted raw data physically. This workflow can further be broken down into the following steps which we will discuss in more detail below:

- identification and selection of relevant language data,
- extraction and cleansing of relevant content,
- reformatting of the documents in XML and validation of the corpus file,
- optionally followed by annotation and/or text analysis.

3.1. Manual Selection of Raw Data

The e-books which form the basis of our corpus (see Table 2 for a detailed description) contain synthetic surgery reports, case descriptions as well as case discussions written by clinical professionals with the intention of training medical students in clinical documentation and decision-making. Together, they constitute the three registers of JSYNCC. This way, the problem of getting clearance from third-party ethical and legal bodies to deal with clinical documents addressing real individuals can be avoided.

As a result of carefully reviewing available educational material for the German language, we came up with a list of ten textbooks containing suitable synthetic data: (Siekmann and Irlenbusch, 2012), (Siekmann and Klima, 2013), and (Siekmann et al., 2016) supply reports of orthopedics and trauma surgeries, including fictional administrative information, such as patient numbers, time and date information, as well as the name of the physician in charge. Since the most recent of these publications is in part a combination of the earlier two, duplicated entries were removed during extraction resulting in a total of 337 synthetic documents. Similarly, (Hagen, 2005) provides 62 synthetic reports dealing with general surgery. Altogether, these 399 documents extracted from the first four books make up the surgery reports register of JSYNCC.

Furthermore, (Wenzel, 2015) describes 48 case examples from emergency medicine including an extensive discussion for each of these cases (forming the case discussions register). (Eisoldt, 2017) contains 140 short surgical case descriptions and (Hübner and Koch, 2014) comprises 35 case descriptions from anesthetics. (Machado, 2013) contains 36 case descriptions from ophthalmology. (Thiel et al., 2013) and (Hellmich, 2017) provide 140 case descriptions from internal medicine including an extensive discussion for each of these cases (forming the case discussions register).

The whole process of creating our corpus runs fully automatically (mainly using JAVA) and is scripted so that everyone having access to the pre-selected e-books can generate an exact copy of JSYNCC without any manual intervention (other than assembling the necessary raw data). The entire software package for corpus construction is released on our lab’s GITHUB site. For converting the e-books (which originally come in PDF format) to plain text, we used the JAVA-based APACHE TIKA tool and the command-line tools P D F T O T E X T and P D F T O HT M L depending on which one generated the cleanest output for the book under scrutiny. For each book we determined unique typographic characteristics by which the starting and ending points of the relevant textual excerpts could be reliably localized. Along with each of the resulting 867 documents, we also extracted the following kinds of meta-information:

(1) the title of the book the excerpt originates from,
(2) the register of our corpus we assign it to (surgery reports, case descriptions, or case discussions),
(3) its heading as given in the textbook, as well as its topic. The topic labels were assigned based on the chapter in which a given excerpt appeared, or similar structural information.

Table 2: Raw data and summary statistics of JSYNCC. The top three entries contain duplicates and are therefore presented jointly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Register</th>
<th>Doc.</th>
<th>Sent.</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Siekmann and Irlenbusch, 2012)</td>
<td>orthopedics</td>
<td>surgery reports</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16,723</td>
<td>16,001</td>
<td>174,598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Siekmann and Klima, 2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Siekmann et al., 2016)</td>
<td>trauma surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,835</td>
<td>3,190</td>
<td>18,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hagen, 2005)</td>
<td>general surgery</td>
<td>surgery reports</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,835</td>
<td>3,190</td>
<td>18,824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wenzel, 2015)</td>
<td>emergency medicine</td>
<td>case descriptions</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2,710</td>
<td>11,933</td>
<td>63,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Eisoldt, 2017)</td>
<td>general surgery</td>
<td>case discussions</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2,710</td>
<td>11,933</td>
<td>63,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hübner and Koch, 2014)</td>
<td>anesthetics</td>
<td>case descriptions</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>3,783</td>
<td>13,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Machado, 2013)</td>
<td>emergency medicine</td>
<td>case descriptions</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>1,785</td>
<td>5,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Thiel et al., 2013)</td>
<td>ophthalmology</td>
<td>case discussions</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>3,108</td>
<td>10,181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hellmich, 2017)</td>
<td>internal medicine</td>
<td>case descriptions</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1,056</td>
<td>3,113</td>
<td>15,658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JSYNCC total: 867 documents, 24,895 sentences, 32,108 types, 312,784 tokens.

As a result of carefully reviewing available educational material for the German language, we came up with a list of ten textbooks containing suitable synthetic data: (Siekmann and Irlenbusch, 2012), (Siekmann and Klima, 2013), and (Siekmann et al., 2016) supply reports of orthopedics and trauma surgeries, including fictional administrative information, such as patient numbers, time and date information, as well as the name of the physician in charge. Since the most recent of these publications is in part a combination of the earlier two, duplicated entries were removed during extraction resulting in a total of 337 synthetic documents. Similarly, (Hagen, 2005) provides 62 synthetic reports dealing with general surgery. Altogether, these 399 documents extracted from the first four books make up the surgery reports register of JSYNCC.

Furthermore, (Wenzel, 2015) describes 48 case examples from emergency medicine including an extensive discussion for each of these cases (forming the case discussions register). (Eisoldt, 2017) contains 140 short surgical case descriptions and (Hübner and Koch, 2014) comprises 35 case descriptions from anesthetics. (Machado, 2013) describes 11 medical emergency situations occurring in intercultural settings. Finally, JSYNCC also contains 36 case descriptions from ophthalmology. (Thiel et al., 2013) and (Hellemich, 2017). Together, the documents extracted from these last six books form the case descriptions register of JSYNCC.

3.2. Automatic Extraction of Relevant Content

For converting the e-books (which originally come in PDF format) to plain text, we used the JAVA-based APACHE TIKA tool and the command-line tools PDF TO TEXT and PDF TO HTML depending on which one generated the cleanest output for the book under scrutiny. For each book we determined unique typographic characteristics by which the starting and ending points of the relevant textual excerpts could be reliably localized. Along with each of the resulting 867 documents, we also extracted the following kinds of meta-information:

(1) the title of the book the excerpt originates from,
(2) the register of our corpus we assign it to (surgery reports, case descriptions, or case discussions),
(3) its heading as given in the textbook, as well as its topic. The topic labels were assigned based on the chapter in which a given excerpt appeared, or similar structural information.

\[6\] https://github.com/JULIELab/jsyncc
\[7\] https://tika.apache.org/
\[8\] http://www.xpdfreader.com/pdftotext-man.html
\[9\] https://linux.die.net/man/1/pdftohtml
formation, with the heading labels being assigned based on the table of contents in the respective book.

In order to minimize the number of potential conversion errors in the final version of JSynCC, we automatically post-processed the output of the tools mentioned above in a rule-based fashion. We manually revised each of the extracted documents, iteratively improving the post-processing procedure for each individual book. In this manner, we removed artifacts originating from the conversion of the print layout to plain text such as additional line breaks (while keeping paragraph segmentation), formatting characters, as well as superfluous hyphenation.

3.3. XML Conversion and Validation

The extracted and post-processed documents are stored in a single XML file together with their accompanying metadata. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of this file, as well as an exemplary section of the raw text in JSynCC. To make sure that the corpus creation script works as intended for anyone wanting to re-build JSynCC, we also provide checksums in a separate XML file for each individual document on which a validation script is based. By this, we can trustfully guarantee that each corpus copy created using our technical set-up is a valid copy (that is, it always produces the same corpus given the same selection of input documents).

3.4. Automatic Annotation and Analysis

In order to illustrate the potential of JSynCC as a future benchmark corpus for German clinical NLP, we also provide automatically derived annotations on token-, sentence- and part-of-speech level. We used the UIMA-based tool suite JCoRe10 (Hahn et al., 2016) employing the publicly available models trained on the confidential clinical FRAMED corpus (Faessler et al., 2014). The resulting annotations are available in a stand-off XML format. Based on these metadata, we computed the number of types, tokens, and sentences for each of the source textbooks (see Table 2) as well as those of the JSynCC corpus as a whole. As can be seen from Table 1, besides being the first publicly available data set of German clinical language, JSynCC is also the largest corpus ever published (containing over 300k tokens and 30k types).

4. Conclusion

Almost unsurmountable legal problems encountered when dealing with clinical documents in Germany and many other European countries have led us to consider using made-up synthetic rather than real authentic language data. Such substitutes can easily be extracted from electronically published educational medical textbooks. Thus, privacy protection concerns do not arise since artificial actors rather than real-life individuals are in focus.

Based on this design decision, we here outline a methodology for corpus development which leads to the creation of copy-identical (as guaranteed by checksums) corpora which can be trustfully built on demand at any physical lab site using the same software and selections of textual raw data. Since no textual data are physically distributed, legal IPR issues are avoided as well. Thus, we share corpus building software without touching sensitive legal ground related to IPR-protected raw data. Still, the NLP community is able to work with these corpora without any restriction and loss in raw data quality based on an easily manageable technical bypass.

We illustrated this highly portable approach introducing JSynCC, the largest and—even more importantly—first publicly available corpus of German clinical language. Hence, for the first time ever, research on German clinical NLP (and other language communities on which strict legal protection constraints are imposed) can benefit from community-wide annotation efforts which may transform JSynCC (and potential follow-up data sets) into a benchmark corpus for various tasks in future work.

The next obvious problem that needs to be tackled relates to the main assumption underlying our approach, i.e., assessing the similarity of authentic and synthetic clinical documents and thus estimating their substitutability. Accordingly, a stylistic sublanguage comparison study will be carried out in the future.
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